Insurance
By Maximilian A. Pock*

Of the 66 cases decided during this survey period, only 28 merit comment. To preserve editorial continuity, they will be discussed in conformance with the general outline and subject matter headings used during the
past decade. Where certiorari to the supreme court has been applied for
but not disposed of during this survey period, this fact will be so indicated
in the footnotes.
I.

LEGISLATION

The 1977 General Assembly strengthened the procedures for securing
compliance with the Georgia Motor Vehicle Accident Reparations Act,'
Georgia's version of no fault insurance. Knowingly making a false certification of minimum insurance coverage to the Department of Public Safety
is now a misdemeanor leading to a mandatory suspension of the misdemeanant's operator's license and motor vehicle license tag for a minimum
of sixty days.' Persons convicted of knowingly operating, or knowingly
authorizing others to operate, motor vehicles without effective insurance
thereon or without an approved plan of self-insurance are also subject to
mandatory suspension.'
Group accident and sickness policies and similar group benefit plans
issued after January 1, 1978, which provide major medical coverage and
include maternity benefits, must extend to a series of pregnancy-related
complications defined in great detail.' Benefits for such complications may
not be limited by exclusions, deductibles, or coinsurance provisions unless
these are made generally applicable to all benefits available under a given
group policy.'
Lienholders under loss payable clauses have been given further protection against unexpected termination of insurance protection. The insurer
is now required to send them not only notices of cancellation of their
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lienor's policies, but also notices of nonrenewal.1

Other enactments during the 1977 General Session are of a more technical or administrative character and thus of only limited general interest.
They include amendments requiring insurers investigating fire losses to
release information in their possession to certain safety officials, 7 prohibiting Farm Credit System institutions from transacting certain kinds of
insurance,' requiring unsound insurers to make additional special deposits
of securities,9 and authorizing the Insurance Commissioner to waive penalties for late payment of fees, premium taxes or other charges imposed by
the Georgia Insurance Code.10
H.

ACCIDENTAL DEATH

In drafting all the way up to the edge of the possible, instead of leaving
themselves a margin of safety, lawyers are often guilty of overservicing
their clients. Their efforts at refined embroidery of contract terms are often
nullified by legislative and judicial responses, leaving their clients worse
off than they would have been had their lawyers been a bit more modest
in securing unilateral advantages for their clients.
However true this impressionistic observation may be in other areas, it
is certainly not true in regard to the most litigation-prone prose encountered in insurance policies," the clause insuring against accidental death.
Here the courts have straitjacketed themselves into a literal construction
which works against the insured and thwarts his reasonable expectations
by giving effect to any and all qualifications ingenious draftsmen may
concoct upon the word "accident." One wonders whether the residue that
is left after accidental death coverage has been pared down by construction
would tempt an informed applicant to purchase such coverage!
Life Insurance Co. of Virginia v. McDaniel'" is a case in point. The
insured was riding his motorcycle when he lost control and the cycle landed
on top of him with the handlebar thrust into his right side, causing intense
pain. He was hospitalized and exploratory surgery was performed the next
afternoon when the abdominal pain intensified. His pulse was rapid during
the operation and became extremely fast afterwards. He did not respond
to treatment and died of a pulmonary embolus on the fourth day after
admittance.
The policy in question insured against death "as the result, directly and
independently of all other causes, from bodily injuries caused solely by
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external, violent and accidental means" and excepted death resulting
"directly or indirectly, wholly or partially, from . . .disease or bodily or
mental infirmity or medical or surgical treatment therefor . . . ." The
evidence established that the deceased had had difficulty with pulmonary
embolus resulting from phlebo thrombosis, a condition of the veins of the
lower extremities that is conducive to the formation of blood clots which
may break off and spread to other parts of the body. Medical testimony
suggested that the embolus or blood clot, the immediate cause of the
death, might have formed (1) as a result of the motorcycle accident, (2)
as a result of the necessary period of immobilization following surgery, or
(3) spontaneously without the aid of injuries sustained in the motorcycle
accident.
On appeal the court reversed a jury verdict for the claimant, holding that
the evidence demanded a finding that the insurer was not liable for accidental death benefits. In order to recover the claimant should have shown
by a preponderance of the evidence not only that death was caused by
accidental means, but also (1) that the pre-existing diseased condition had
not aggravated the result of the accidental injury, (2) that the accidental
injury had not aggravated the diseased condition, and (3) that the surgery
following the accidental injury had not aggravated the diseased condition.
Such a "strict constructionist" approach, with its respectable following
in other states," is too well entrenched to raise hopes for a judicial volte
face. However, it could be changed by legislation. Without interfering with
insurers' freedom of contract, corrective legislation might provide that
those insurers who insist on limiting accidental death benefits to little
more than situations in which healthy persons are struck by lightning may
still do so, but they must refrain from the deceptive practice of advertising
or labelling their merchandise "accident" or "accidental death" coverage.

1I.

AGENTS' AND BROKERS' LIABILITY

To

THE INSURED

Georgia Mutual Insurance Co. v. Meadors" serves as another reminder
that Georgia is much more ready than many other states to screen insurance agents from personal liability for substandard performance in servicing their customers.
A lienholder on a dump truck required that the owner purchase insurance. Although there was evidence that the truck was correctly described
to the agency through which the insurance was procured, the policy actually issued described the vehicle as a pickup truck. When the lienholder
filed a loss claim the insurer denied liability, claiming that the misdescription was material because dump trucks were commercial vehicles in a
higher risk category than pickup trucks. A suit by the lienholder which
13.
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sought, inter alia, to affix liability upon the agency for negligence in procuring the policy met with resounding defeat simply because the insured
had failed to comply with his legal duty to examine the policy, to observe
what coverage it provided and, if the coverage was not correct, either to
reject the policy as written when tendered or to renegotiate his contract
with the insurer.
The court said that this duty to read the policy applied with equal vigor
whether the applicant communicated with the insurer through the insurer's agent or through the applicant's agent or broker. Knowledge of the
contents of the policy would be imputed to the insured in either case. Only
fraudulent conduct by the agent would change this result. 5
This decision, while consonant with precedent, is needlessly harsh and
rigid in its failure to draw distinctions between arm's length transactions
with the "enemy's" emissary and transactions with one's own fiduciary.
One may well agree that the applicant should take some cautionary steps
on his own and not rely excessively on the insurer's agent who, after all,
identifies with the interest of his employer. Even when one considers the
insurance industry's advertising which casts its agents in the image of
highly trained professionals intent on rendering a service to the public-friends and trusted advisors in need-one may concede that the duty
to read has its place in dealing with the insurer's own agent. Yet it is
pragmatically unnecessary and conceptually unsound to inject the same
duty into dealings between principal and agent. Agents owe their principal
a contractual duty by virtue of employment and a fiduciary duty by virtue
of their status to devote themselves wholly to his interest and to bring to
the task the skills and care associated with their calling. Surely one's own
agent, when sued for negligence, should not be able to plead as a defense
that trusting him and not looking over his shoulder was contributory negligence relieving him of liability! '1
7
In Creative Underwriters,Inc. v. Heilman,"
the court in a similar vein,
follows a long line of cases which have held that the insurer's agent owes
the public little more than a duty to refrain from active and fraudulent
deception. Inaction by the insurer's agent which has been instrumental in
preventing the issuance of a requested policy, such as misplacing the application, losing correspondence pertaining thereto, or failing to forward papers to the insurer, does not per se make the agent liable to the would-be
insured.

IV.

BENEFICIARY RIGHTS

In Blount v. Life Insurance Co. of Georgia," the insured designated his
15.
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wife as beneficiary under a group life insurance policy which provided that
a change of beneficiary was ineffective unless endorsed on the individual
participation certificate. Subsequently, the insurer distributed a handbook, prepared at the request of the employer, which provided that a
change of beneficiary could be effected at any time by writing to the
employee benefits section of the employer's personnel department.
The insured sent a letter to the employee benefits section in which he
substituted his mother for his wife as beneficiary. He died before the letter
arrived. The court held that the change was effective upon mailing or
forwarding of the letter requesting the change. Want of literal compliance
with the change-of-beneficiary clause in the policy was waived when the
insurer substituted a less stringent procedure in the subsequently published handbook. Since change-of-beneficiary clauses in life policies are
inserted solely for the benefit of the insurer, the insurer may readily waive
them.
Although this decision seems valid on the merits, its reliance on the oftrepeated rule that policy requirements regarding changes of beneficiaries
exist for the protection of the insurer, and hence may be waived by the
insurer, merits a word of caution. To be effective, the insurer's waiver
conduct must occur while the insured is still alive. If it occurs after the
death of the insured, it is ineffective as against the original beneficiary
whose rights, no matter how revocable and elusive they may have been
while the insured was still alive, become fully vested upon his death. While
the insurer may still waive its rights, it cannot waive the rights of the
original beneficiary. It should also be noted that a change of beneficiary
must at least substantially comply with policy requirements to be effective. This requires not only an expressed intent to change the beneficiary,
but also some positive steps to carry it out."9
V.

CANCELLATION

"Does the procurement of new insurance with the uncommunicated intent that it take the place of existing insurance constitute in and of itself
an effective cancellation of the existing policy?" 0
In a minority of jurisdictions, one can find cases of ancient vintage which
support the curious proposition that cancellation of an existing property
insurance policy is automatically effected whenever the insured takes out
a new policy covering the same risk and interest with an intent to cancel
the existing policy, even though he does not bother to tell his old insurer
about it. Ector v. American Liberty Insurance Co., I".I a case of first impression, rejected this anachronistic "substitution" rule as being theoretically
19.
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and practically repugnant to the law of contracts. On a theoretical level,
the rule flies in the face of the generally accepted principle that contracts
can only be terminated by agreement of the parties, by the terms of the
contract itself, or by operation of law. On a practical level, the rule tended
to increase uncertainty concerning the very existence of the contract by
allowing termination to be effected by the subjective state of mind of one
party uncommunicated to the other.
Nationwide Mutual Fire Insurance Co. v. Bridges21 serves to remind
insurers that they may only effect cancellation of their policies by adhering
to the letter of the cancellation procedure mandated by the Georgia Code.
The insurer, intending to cancel an existing policy, had substituted a new
policy for the existing policy without notifying the insured. Later, it sent
a statutory notice informing the insured that the substitute policy would
be cancelled on the 10th day after receipt of the notice. When the insured
inquired, he was told that the insurer had merely made a mistake in
issuing the substitute policy. The court held that the original policy had
survived these maneuvers. Even if the insured had been in possession of
facts that might have put him "on notice" that the insurer intended to
cancel the original policy by proffering a substitute, there would be no
effective cancellation absent compliance with the Georgia Code.
VI.

CAR

RENTAL AGREEMENTS

In National Enterprises,Inc. v. Davis!23 the insured rented a car from a
rental agency by signing a printed form contract which advised him that
the agency carried a blanket automobile liability policy, that he participated as an insured in the benefits of the policy and was bound by its
terms, that the policy provided bodily injury and death liability limits of
at least $100,000 for each person and each accident, and that a master copy
of the policy was available for inspection upon request. When the car was
involved in an accident, it turned out that the rental agency had only
carried insurance applicable to a renter with limits of $10,000 per person
per accident and not $100,000 as claimed in the contract.
The court made short shrift of the agency's argument that the lower
limits of coverage must apply since the rental contract incorporated the
insurance policy by reference and made it available for inspection. The
court held that the agency was obligated to supply coverage at the higher
limits for the following reasons: First, to construe the contract to allow the
agency to hide behind the policy as actually written rather than to hold it
to the higher limits unequivocally stated in its contract would be tantamount to condoning a fraudulent practice. A contract will not be so con21.
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strued as to allow one party to deceive the other and then take advantage
of its wrong. Second, even if it were assumed that reference to the higher
limits of coverage was not fraudulent and that the actual policy terms had
been effectively incorporated by reference, the agency would still be guilty
of a breach since adhesion contracts incorporating inconsistent provisions
on insurance must be construed contra proferentem.
VIi.

A.

"Damage.

.

CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

. to building.

. .

resulting from theft"

In CincinnatiInsurance Co. v. Gwinnett FurnitureMart, Inc.,"4 the court
construed a multicoverage policy which, in one of its divisions insured
"buildings" defined as "including. .. refrigerating, air conditioning and
outdoor equipment" against fire and allied property damage. In another
division, the so-called "dealer's comprehensive endorsement," it insured
against theft of "personal property usual to the conduct of the insured's
business, consisting principally of Furniture Store" and undertook to "pay
for the damage (except by fire) to that part of the building occupied by
the insured and to equipment therein directly resulting from theft."
The insured furniture store suffered the theft of an air conditioning unit
which sat on a concrete slab outside the occupied building and was used
to cool its interior. The insurer denied coverage contending that the air
conditioning unit was only insured against loss by fire. To be insured for
loss by theft it would have to qualify as personal property used in the
conduct of a furniture business.
This contention was untenable because it ignored one of the core rules
of construction applied to insurance contracts that policies must be treated
as a whole and that definitions encountered in one division of a multicoverage policy will be carried over into other divisions unless the policy itself
contains different definitions for different coverages. Here the policy contained but one meaning for the word "building." It was thus held that the
air conditioning unit was part of a "building" as that word was defined in
the fire loss division of the policy and that its theft was covered under the
comprehensive endorsement because its theft caused direct damage to the
"building" occupied by the insured.
B.

"Employee"

The owner of two liquor stores habitually picked up the cash receipts of
each store at the close of the business day, placed the cash overnight in a
safe at a motel he owned, and had the safe guarded by a nightwatchman
who regularly worked at the motel. Robbers made away with the contents
of the safe. Was the owner covered under two theft policies issued on the
24.
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liquor stores which undertook to "pay for loss of money . . . by . . . robbery from the assured or an employee of the assured outside the business
premises anywhere in the world" and which defined employees as "all
natural persons in the regular service of the assured, at the business premises designated in the declaration. . . ."? The court held that the insured
was not covered because the nightwatchman, although obviously an employee in the regular service of the assured, was employed solely at the
motel and not on the premises of the liquor stores described in the poli5
cies.1
C.

"Non-Owned Automobile"

Is a state employee insured under the extended coverage provisions of
his own liability policy when operating a state-owned thirty-two passenger
bus?
Not if the definition of "non-owned" automobile is considerably more
restrictive than the general definition of "owned" automobile, which customarily embraces all land motor vehicles which are designed for use on
public roads and have four wheels or more. Under the more narrow definition of "non-owned" automobile, as contained in many modem policies,
the court held that the bus, although obviously "non-owned," was neither
a "four-wheel private passenger, station wagon, or jeep type automobile"
nor a "four-wheel" utility automobile "of the pick-up body, sedan delivery
or panel truck type. .. .
VIII.

DELIVERY OF POLICY

Judicial "flanking movements" to prevent injustice resulting from strict
adherence to form are plainly evident in many cases that have whittled
down the technical requirements for delivery of life insurance policies.,
"Constructive" delivery is said to take place when the insurer unconditionally mails the policy to the insured or when it places the policy in the hands
of its local agent with unqualified instructions to deliver it to the insured.
This fiction puts the insurance in force at the earliest possible moment and
thus allows recoveries in cases in which the insured has fallen ill or died
before physically receiving the policy.2
If "constructive" delivery is effective against the insurer, does it follow
that it must also be effective against the insured? In Matthews v. National
25.
26.
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Life & Accident Insurance Co.,"9 the court answered this question at least
partially in the negative. The insured had an outstanding loan with a bank
which demanded evidence of life insurance as collateral. Since his existing
policies were about to expire, the insured applied for two policies with
another insurer and paid the premiums. Several months later, the bank
again pressed the insured for evidence of life insurance. Since he had not
heard from his new insurer, he simply renewed his existing policies which
were already in the custody of the bank. Although he finally did obtain the
new policies about a year after making application for them, he sued the
new insurer for breach of contract and sought restitution of the two annual
premiums he had paid. The court held that the policies had been in full
force since they were approved and mailed to the local agent for unconditional delivery. Had the insured died thereafter, his beneficiary would have
had the standard benefits flowing from coverage. This, however, did not
show that the insurer had fully met all of its obligations. The Georgia Code
provides that "every policy shall be mailed or delivered to the insured...
within a reasonable period of time after its issuance .
*"...
1 The court
said § 56-2421(1) creates an obligation dehors the contract formation process to supply the insured with evidence of performance by actual delivery
of the policy. "Constructive" delivery does not satisfy this obligation. The
insurer's failure to put the insured in physical possession of the policy
within a reasonable time after its issuance may thus constitute a cause of
action, although the court did not clearly explain whether this cause of
action sounded in contract or tort. Dicta3 suggests classification as a tort
flowing from breach of a statutory duty.
IX.

EXcESS-PiMARY

INSURANCE

Group health insurance policies typically contain "coordination-ofbenefits" provisions which, if one makes allowances for variations in structure and specific language, generally reduce benefits by limiting liability
only to the excess of expenses covered by any other insurer or by stipulating
for pro-rata contribution by all insurers present upon the risk.
Do these excess and escape devices violate the public policy of the State
of Georgia? In Barker v. Coastal States Life Insurance Co.,32 a case of first
impression in this state, the court held that their inclusion in group policies
did not defeat competition among insurance companies, nor did it constitute an unfair and deceptive business practice. Given a concatenation of
overlapping or conterminous policies, some insureds may well have their
individual coverages drastically reduced even though their premiums are
29.
30.
31.
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as high as those charged other insureds. However, this appears organic to
group indemnity insurance which is designed to keep overall premium
rates as low as possible while assuring full compensation rather than multiple compensation to group policy holders. Absent statutory proscription,
parties to an insurance contract are free to take into account collateral
insurance benefits in setting limits upon indemnification.
X.

INCONTESTABLE CLAUSE

In Ballinger v. C. & S. Bank of Tucker," an unemployed borrower negotiated a loan with a bank and was issued a credit life and disability policy
in the face amount of the loan. The policy guaranteed payment of the
borrower's indebtedness in the event of his death. An attached disability
rider guaranteed a supply of cash up to the full amount of his indebtedness
as a substitute for a disrupted flow of income caused by disability.
When the borrower became disabled, the insurer denied liability on the
grounds that the master group policy held by the bank excluded him from
coverage by providing under the general heading of "eligibility" that the
classes of indebtedness eligible for disability insurance did not include
indebtedness when the debtor was not gainfully employed at the date the
indebtedness was incurred. The same exclusion was incorporated in the
individual participation certificate delivered to the borrower by mail.
The borrower admitted that his application contained misinformation
regarding his employment status but contended that the "eligibility" provision in the disability rider was a condition of insurance rather than a
limitationon the risk which the insurer had contracted to cover. He argued
that his employment status qualified as a condition which either validated
or invalidated his disability insurance at its inception and was thus swallowed up by the incontestable clause. Therefore, the insurer had simply
lost his defense based upon breach of condition or misrepresentation after
the requisite lapse of time.
This contention, which is not at all uncommon, misapprehends the office
of the incontestable clause which is to cut off all defenses that are based
on certain formation defects and forfeiture conditions, such as misrepresentations and breaches of affirmative and continuing warranties. Far from
enlarging the promissory undertakings of the insurer, the incontestable
clause only guarantees that one will retain until the end whatever insurance one had at the beginning. Since neither the master policy nor the
individual certificate undertook to pay disability benefits to a borrower
who was unemployed at the time the loan was negotiated, the court held
that the insurer's denial of liability did not assert that the policy was
invalid but only that it did not contain the promises claimed. 3 It was not
33.
34.
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a contest of the policy at all and thus remained unaffected by lapse of the
incontestable period.
XI.

JUDGMENT IN ExcEss OF Poucy Limrrs

The contractual duty to defend the insured carries with it a duty to settle
in an appropriate case. A failure to settle within the policy limits followed
by a judgment against the insured in excess of the policy limits may expose
the insurer to liability for the full amount of the judgment.
Normally, the interests of the insured and the insurer in orchestrating
an effective defense are identical. However, they diverge dramatically
when the injured party makes an offer to settle at an amount which is less
than the limit of the insurance carried. Since the insured will not be forced
to dip into his own pocket to settle, it is plainly in his interest to accept
the offer and thereby avoid the judicial risk of a larger judgment in case
of rejection. It is plainly not in the interest of the insurer to accept the offer
with the sureness of a Pavlovian reflex. Since the insurer will have to pay
the liability whether it takes the form of a settlement or a judgment, it may
prefer to reject the offer and go to trial hoping that the judgment will be
in its favor or will at least be in an amount smaller than that in the
settlement offer. How should the insurer resolve this dilemma?
35
In National Emblem Insurance Co. v. Pritchard,
the trial judge
charged the jury: "As a champion of the person insured, the insurance
company must consider as paramount his interests rather than his own,
and may not gamble with his funds." The court said that the charge was
an accurate quotation from a respected treatise but held that it was not
an accurate statement of well entrenched Georgia law, which demands
only that insurers give their insureds' interests equal consideration with
their own. It was a reversible error to substitute paramount for equal, and
the fact that the trial judge had in another portion of his charge stated the
correct rule of law did not cure the error in the absence of a specific
retraction of the erroneous statement.
Although the "equal thought" test seems to represent the majority view
in this country, it is less than satisfactory. It seems to work only because
we assume that feeding the right charge, the right verbal formula into the
jury "hopper," is somehow enough to assure that the system will function.
After all, juries do come back with verdicts which are final because they
are largely insulated from further review. Yet one wonders how well the
Life Ins. Co., 24 N.Y.2d 262, 247 N.E.2d 655 (1969) would not have helped the insured here.
The test establishes a constructional preference for warranties rather than coverage provisions
whenever statements which appear in policies or applications relate to present or past facts
and hence can be "checked out" by the insurer. Because the insured relied on the master
policy he could not claim that the facts pertaining to his subsequent eligibility were
"discoverable" when the master policy was issued.
35. 140 Ga. App. 350, 231 S.E.2d 126 (1976).
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jury "hopper" functions in this situation. Surely the "equal thought" test,
while correct as a matter of form, must confuse every juror who reflects
that the two interests which clamor for equal consideration are, after all,
in total conflict and defy reconciliation.
XII.

LIMITATION IN POLICY TIME FOR SUIT

Property insurance policies typically limit the time during which actions
must be brought upon them to twelve months after inception of the loss.
During the past survey period, the court of appeals has had three occassions to delineate the sweep of this private "statute of limitations."
In Allstate Insurance Co. v. Stephens,3" curiously enough a case of first
impression, the court held that if the last day of the twelve months period
falls on a Sunday, the suit may be instituted on the following day, Monday. Thus, if their final day falls on a Sunday, statutory limitations continue to be strictly computed according to the calendar37 while contractual
limitations are extended to include the following Monday.
In Queen Tufting Co. v. Fireman'sFund Insurance Co., 8 the court construed a variant of the standard clause which stated that suits had to be
commenced "within twelve (12) months next after the happening of the
loss, unless a longer period of time is provided by applicable statute."
(Emphasis added.) There was a general statute which provided for a sixyear limitation on contract actions,3" but was it an "applicable" statute
within the intendment of the policy? A divided court held that the intent
of the parties was clear. Any action on the policy had to be commenced
within twelve months unless a statute specifically applicable to insurance
contracts required a longer period of limitation. The fact that the six-year
statutory limitation was applicable to all kinds of contracts and that in the
absence of a shorter contractual limitation, it would also have been applicable to this insurance contract did not mean that the parties intended it
to supersede the very limitation they had tailored for this contract.
In Looney v. Georgia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co.,40 the court
rejected the contention that cases holding that non-essential policy provisions (such as those dealing with notice and proof of loss) once waived
cannot be resurrected should be applied by parity of reasoning to waivers
of the twelve-month limitation. Instead, the court reaffirmed the rule that
waiver merely tolls the limitation for filing the action rather than eliminating it entirely from the contract. Thus, protracted negotiations with the
insurer which extend over nearly three years after the loss and which
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

140 Ga. App. 720, 231 S.E.2d
Hilea v. Colonial Stores, Inc.,
141 Ga. App. 792, 234 S.E.2d
GA. CODE ANN. §3-705 (1975).
141 Ga. App. 266, 233 S.E.2d

470 (1976), petition for cert. filed.
135 Ga. App. 39, 216 S.E.2d 905 (1975).
354 (1977), petition for cert. filed.
248 (1977).
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culminate in the insurer's denial of liability may well constitute a waiver
which tolls the limitation. However, such tolling ceases when the insurer
denies liability and the twelve-month limitation begins to run.Waiver does
not jettison it from the contract; hence the insured is still bound and
cannot fall back on the general six-year statute of limitations for contracts.
XIII.

LOAN RECEIPT

An insurer seeking subrogation to its insured's rights against a tortfeasor
has available two courses of action. It may make a final settlement with
its insured and obtain an assignment of his claim, or it may "loan" the
money to its insured under a loan receipt which requires repayment only
if and to the extent that the insured has recovered from the tortfeasor.
If the insurer adopts the first course of action, it will secure the advantage of an early and irrefragable release and face the disadvantage of a loss
of comfortable anonymity by having to sue in its own name as the real
party in interest. If it adopts the second course of action, it will secure the
advantage of continuous anonymity by having the insured sue in his own
name and face the disadvantage of leaving settlements open-ended.
Since juries are notorious for their dislike of subrogation, the insurer may
be forgiven for wanting to combine the best features of both courses of
action: to settle with the insured at the earliest possible moment and yet
to bask in the anonymity secured by the loan receipt. That such attempts
to "run with the hares and yet hold with the hounds" are singularly futile
is exemplified by GeneralInsurance Co. of America v. Bowers." An insured
who has received payment in full satisfaction, has signed a release to this
effect, and has executed an assignment of his claim has no interest and
rights left which would justify vindication by suit in his own name. Nor
can it be argued that his later execution of a loan receipt somehow qualifies
as a novation of the earlier release and assignment. By executing the release and assignment, he divested himself of the right to sue as a matter
of law. He cannot revest himself with the right to sue as a matter of
contract.
XIV.

ORAL BINDER

In Allstate Insurance Co. v. Reynolds," the insured traded his Chris
Craft pleasure boat for a more expensive Astro Glass boat and requested
a change of coverage from his insurer. When he received a renewal slip,
which still showed coverage of the Chris Craft and none on the Astro Glass
boat, he called the agent who had sold him the original policy and was
assured that the error would be corrected. A new policy was finally drawn
up about seven months later, but the insurer did not forward it to the
41.
42.

139 Ga. App. 416, 228 S.E.2d 348 (1976), petition for cert. filed.
138 Ga. App. 582, 227 S.E.2d 77 (1976).
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insured until after the boat had sunk. The insurer admitted that the boat
was covered at the time of the loss, but claimed that it was only liable for
the insured value of the boat and not its accessories because the policy did
not contain an equipment coverage rider. When the insured presented
convincing evidence that his dealings with the agent had resulted in an oral
binder including equipment coverage, the insurer contended first that the
binder, if there was one, had lapsed before issuance of the policy and the
subsequent loss because the Georgia Code provides that no binder is to
remain in effect more than 90 days, 3 and second that the insured's rights
must be found within the four corners of the policy that was issued because
he was charged by law with knowledge of its coverage.
The court held that the statutory 90 day limit on an oral binder did not
apply in situations in which the binder was ratified by issuance of the
policy at a later date. The insured could therefore assume that the policy
issued seven months after the binder became effective incorporated and
continued all of the terms of the binder, including equipment coverage.
Moreover, an insured is only charged with knowledge of the terms of the
policy if he is remiss in reading and correcting it. Here there was no basis
for imputing such knowledge because the insured had not received the
policy before the loss. Whatever contract he had actually made with the
insurer was thus extant at the time of the loss, and he was allowed to
establish its terms by parol evidence and otherwise."
XV.

RELEASE

In Robinson v. Baker," the insurer, following an automobile collision
which allegedly caused both personal injury and property damage, delivered to the insured a check which bore on its face the statement "in payment of loss which occurred about (date of accident) 1-16-1976," and was
coded "Coverage 200:1" which on the internal records of the insurer meant
property damage. On the back above the insured's endorsement was the
printed notice: "By endorsing this draft the payee accepts the proceeds of
same in full payment of all claims arising from the loss or accident mentioned on the face hereof." (Emphasis added.) The court held that this
identifying statement raised a jury question whether the parties intended
thereby to limit their accord and satisfaction to property damage loss only
or extend it to personal injuries as well. The court indicated that it would
have reached a different conclusion had the endorsement been in settlement of all claims for the accident without reference to the face of the
check. There would have been no ambiguity and the insurer's internal code
would have been irrelevant.
43.
44.
45.

GA. CODE ANN. §56-2420(2) (1977).
Accord, Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Stuart, 139 Ga. App. 80, 227 S.E.2d 771 (1976).
141 Ga. App. 43, 232 S.E.2d 386 (1977).
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Anderson v. Shelby Mutual Insurance Co.4" is a garden-variety case
which illustrates again that an insured who succumbs to the understandable temptation to keep the "bird in hand" by cashing a settlement check
under protest is engaging in an exercise in futility. Refusing to sign the
general release that is transmitted with the check or crossing out the settlement offer printed on the check itself and substituting a peremptory declaration that payment is to be on account only or that it does not include
subrogation rights if of no avail. The insured's act of cashing the check
speaks louder than a thousand words. Acceptance of the fund carries with
it an acceptance of the condition under which it is proffered."7
XVI.

RESERVATION OF RIGHTS

Liability insurers are placed between Scylla and Charybdis when they
discover grounds for noncoverage. Should they refuse to defend their insureds and thus lose all opportunity to contest the injured person's right
to recover while exposing themselves to a damage suit which might include
attorney fees and statutory penalties, or should they defend their insureds
and expose themselves to the claim that in doing so they are admitting
liability and waiving the defense of noncoverage?
In Richmond v. GeorgiaFarm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co.,"5 the court
of appeals articulated a compendious procedure for avoiding the sharp
horns of this dilemma. To begin with, the insurer should ask the insured
to execute an "acknowledgement of nonwaiver of rights" or a "nonwaiver
agreement." The insurer may then safely proceed with the defense without
risking waiver claims. If the insured refuses to accept the offer of a nonwaiver agreement, the insurer should thereupon (a) give the insured
"proper" unilateral notice of its reservation of rights, (b) take necessary
steps to prevent the main case from going into default or to prevent the
insured from being otherwise prejudiced, and (c) seek immediate declaratory relief including a stay ofthe main case pending final resolution of the
declaratory judgment action. A notice is "proper" in this integument if it
expresses what facts might constitute non-coverage, that the insurer would
proceed to investigate those facts, that the insurer intended to seek declaratory relief regarding its obligations to the insured, that pending such a
determination it was going to provide insured with counsel and enter a
defense, that in pursuing this course of action it did not waive any of its
rights, and that should a court determination be in its favor it intended to
withdraw from the suit and afford the insured no defense or benefits under
46. 237 Ga. 687, 229 S.E.2d 462 (1976).
47. The UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE §1-207 may, arguably, have changed this rigid rule
n regard to transactions for the sale of goods. A person may assent to a performance in the
manner demanded and yet reserve his rights by explicit protest.
48. 140 Ga. App. 215, 231 S.E.2d 245 (1976), petition for cert. filed.
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the policy in relation to the claim under dispute.
Georgia thus refuses to align herself with the majority of states which
require the insured's consent to a reservation of rights and thus perpetuate
the dilemma adumbrated above. However, while a unilateral notice of
reservation of rights is sufficient in principle it is only effective in practice
if the insurer interferes as little with the insured's affairs as is compatible
with the exigencies of the situation. A unilateral reservation of rights will
be ignored if the insurer proceeds with a complete defense of the main
claim and assumes total control of the action because such response may
well result in prejudice to the insured.
In Continental Insurance Co. v. Weekes,"9 the court held that the contractual duty created by a reservation of rights agreement continues after
the death of the insured with whom it is made and is binding upon the
insured's estate. Thus, if the insured's administrator is substituted as a
party defendant in an action pending against the insured, the administrator is not entitled to another reservation of rights notice.
XVII.

UNINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE

Three years ago in Wages v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance
Co., 0 the court found that the public policy of this state in enacting the
uninsured motorist statute5' was to afford the "public generally with the
same protection in the form of a minimum uninsured motorist coverage
that it would have had if the uninsured motorist had carried the same
amount of coverage in the form of an automobile liability policy issued in
his name." 2 It followed that the insurer of a co-defendant in an automobile
negligence suit against joint tortfeasors had a right to pro rata contribution
from the plaintiff's liability insurer which provided uninsured motorist
coverage in regard to the uninsured co-defendant. Contribution was thus
as readily available as it would have been if the "uninsured" co-defendant
had in fact carried a liability policy containing the same limits as the
uninsured motorist rider. Any other interpretation would have allowed the
uninsured motorist insurance carrier to limit its liability to a sum which
53
is in excess of other insurance coverage.
In Travelers Indemnity Co. v. Liberty Loan Corporationof Poplar,5' the
court held that Wages is strictly limited to contribution between joint
wrongdoers whose several acts of negligence combine to injure the plaintiff
49. 140 Ga. App. 791, 232 S.E.2d 80 (1976).
50. 132 Ga. App. 79, 208 S.E.2d 1 (1974).
51. GA. CODE ANN. §56-407.1 (1977).
52. 132 Ga. App. at 83, 208 S.E.2d at 4.
53. This is prohibited under the rationale of Travelers Indemnity Co. v. Williams, 119 Ga.
App. 414, 167 S.E.2d 174 (1969), petition for cert. denied. Coverages have to be "stacked"
because they are mandated by statute.
54. 140 Ga. App. 458, 231 S.E.2d 399 (1976), petition for cert. filed.
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and will not be extended to a claim for indemnification. After a fatal
collision, a wrongful death action was brought against the driver of the car
involved and his employer. The driver owned the car and used it in the
business of his employer under an agreement providing for reimbursement
of business travel expenses. He carried no insurance on his car. His employer carried employee liability insurance. The victims carried a policy
containing the standard uninsured motorist rider. Judgments were obtained against both co-defendants.
After paying the judgments, the. employer's insurer claimed that it was
entitled to be reimbursed by the driver for all, or at least one half, of the
paid-off judgments, and therefore sought recovery from the victims' uninsured motorist carrier. The court denied such recovery on two grounds.
First, although the driver had failed to take out an owner's policy, his
vehicle was in fact covered by the employer's general liability policy. So
long as there is bodily injury liability insurance applicable to the accident,
whatever the rubric or label, the vehicle causing the accident is insured for
purposes of the uninsured motorist statute." Second, the employer was not
a joint tortfeasor in the sense in which that term is ordinarily used. His
liability was derivative and not based on his actual negligence. Hence, he
lacked the right to contribution necessary under Wages.
One cannot quarrel with Travelers as such because the first ground alone
disposed of the entire case. The court's second ground seems open to question. As an apodictic statement it does not go beyond what is obvious and
admitted: that contribution is not the same as indemnification. Yet, it
does not begin to explain, much less justify, why a culpable defendant may
cut his economic losses by dipping into the fund provided by the plaintiff's
uninsured motorist coverage while an innocent defendant cannot. The injustice flowing from such a distinction is brought into focus if we assume
that the employer in a case such as Travelers is not insured. The employer
will be forced to pay the victim out of his own pocket. The victim's insurer
will not be required to pay a penny because the victim is fully compensated
by the employer's payment. The innocent employer will be left with an
indemnification claim against the negligent employee whose substandard
conduct has directly caused him to be vicariously liable. This claim may
not be collectible. If the victim's uninsured motorist carrier is viewed as if
it were the driver's liability insurance carrier, there is no reason to shield
it from further liability just because of the fortuity of the employer's earlier
payment.
Wages should, by a parity of reasoning, be extended to cover indemnification as well. If so, the compensated uninsured motorist carrier would
either pay the victim up to the applicable policy limits directly, or, if the
tortfeasor's employer has been compelled to pay the victim because of his
55.
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derivative liability, reimburse the employer and be subrogated to his indemnification claim against the only true culprit in this drama, the uninsured motorist.
In Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co. v. Booker,"0 the plaintiff, an
employee of a refuse collection firm, parked his garbage truck close to the
curb of the road, got out of the truck, and removed a large garbage container from the truck. He then walked to a point about 30 feet from the
garbage truck, where he was struck by an uninsured vehicle. The uninsured motorist rider in force described persons insured to include "any
other person while occupying an insured highway vehicle." The court held
first, that this language was superseded by the uninsured motorist statute
which mandates coverage for all persons "using" the insured vehicle" and
second, that the plaintiff's activities at the time of the injury qualified as
"use" in the factual context of the case. "Use" did not require actual
physical contact with the vehicle.
Given the purpose of the vehicle here involved, its "use" extended at
least to a point, beyond physical contact, where control over it is still easily
or reasonably at hand.
Georgia Mutual Insurance Co. v. Willis5 represents another necessary
step towards defining the status of uninsured motorist carriers when exercising their statutory right" to defend actions brought against uninsured
motorists. The trial court had charged the jury that the uninsured motorist
"did not file an answer denying liability, and under the law, when a defendant fails to file an answer denying liability, such defendant admits liability but not as to any specific amount." This was held to be reversible error.
The uninsured defendant may waive and renounce whatever procedural
rights he chooses, but his conduct will not be permitted to prejudice the
statutory right of the insurer to interpose an effective and complete defense.
56.
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